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Committee on Standards and Conduct

The Committee on Standards of Conduct’s remit is to ensure that proper 
standards of conduct are upheld by Members of the Assembly.

Powers

In broad terms, the Committee has five main functions:

–to investigate, report on and, if appropriate, recommend action in respect of 
any complaint referred to it by the Commissioner of Standards; 

–to consider any matters of principle relating to the conduct of Members 
generally; 

–to supervise the arrangements for the compilation, maintenance and 
accessibility of the Register of Members’ Interests and the Record of 
Membership of Societies and the form and content of the Register and the 
Record; 

–to present an annual report to the Assembly regarding complaints made under 
Standing Order 16 and on its conclusions in respect of ethical standards in the 
conduct of the Assembly’s business; 

–to establish and lay before the Assembly procedures for the investigation of 
complaints under Standing Order 16.1(i).

The Committee was established on 26 June 2007.
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The following Member was also a member of the Committee during the 
consideration of this complaint:
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THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY FOR WALES COMMITTEE ON 

STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 

 

Report 01-11 to the Assembly under Standing Order 16.8 and 

paragraph 7.12 of the Procedure for Dealing with Complaints 

against Assembly Members (“the Procedure”) in relation to a 

Complaint made against Alun Davies AM by Trish Law AM   

 

COMPLAINT AGAINST ALUN DAVIES AM 

Committee on Standards of Conduct Terms of Reference 

1. Standing Order 16.1(i) provides for the Committee on Standards 

of Conduct to: 

”(i) investigate, report on and, if appropriate, recommend 

action in respect of any complaint referred to it by the 

Commissioner for Standards that a Member has not complied 

with: 

(a) Standing Order 31; 

(b) any Assembly resolution relating to the financial or 

other interests of Members; 

(c) Standing Order 32; 

(d) any Assembly resolution relating to Members’ 

standards of conduct; 

(e) any code or protocol made under Standing Order 

1.13 and in accordance with section 36(6) of the 

Act; or 

(f) Standing Order 31A.” 

2. An extract from Standing Orders, which sets out the Committee’s 

remit in full, is at Annex A. A list of the Committee’s current 

membership is at Annex B. 



Introduction 

3. The Committee met on Thursday 15 July 2010 to consider, in 

private, a report which the Commissioner for Standards (Richard Penn) 

had submitted to the Committee on 28 June 2010 in relation to a 

Complaint made by Trish Law AM (Blaenau Gwent) that Alun Davies AM 

(Mid and West Wales) had breached the Code on Different Roles and 

Responsibilities of Constituency Members and Regional Members 

made in accordance with Standing Order 1.13. 

4. The conclusion of the Commissioner’s report (paragraph 4.7) was 

that Alun Davies had “dealt with constituency issues that are not within 

his electoral region without the prior agreement of the constituency 

Member” and that his actions had therefore breached the Code in 

question. 

5. The unanimous decision of the members of the Committee 

(Jeff Cuthbert AM (Chair), Chris Franks AM, Jenny Randerson AM 

and Brynle Williams AM) was to recommend to the Assembly, in 

accordance with paragraph 7.11 iii. of the Procedure, that a breach 

had been found and that no further action should be taken. 

6. The Committee proposes, in accordance with Standing Order 16.8 

and paragraph 9.1 of the Procedure, to publish this report and to lay it 

before the Assembly. The Chair of the Committee will be tabling a 

motion (in accordance with Standing Order 16.8 and paragraph 9.1 of 

the Procedure) calling on the Assembly to endorse the Committee’s 

recommendation.  

7. This report sets out the details of the Complaint and the way in 

which the Committee arrived at its recommendations.  

The Complaint: General 

8.  Full details of the Complaint are set out in the Commissioner’s 

report dated 24 June 2010 and the documents annexed to it [Annex 

C]. They comprise a number of matters of complaint set out in Trish 

Law AM’s letters to the Commissioner dated 2 February 2010, 9 

February 2010 and 6 April 2010.   

9.  Alun Davies AM submitted to the Committee written 

representations (dated 9 July 2010) on the Commissioner’s report 



[Annex D] and  made oral representations to the Committee at the 

hearing on 15 July 2010 [ROP – Annex E] 

10. In her letters to the Commissioner, Trish Law AM made it clear 

that she was complaining that the alleged conduct on the part of Alun 

Davies AM involved breaches of: 

(a) The Code on Different Roles and Responsibilities of 

Constituency Members and Regional Members made in 

accordance with Standing Order 1.13.; and 

 (b) The general Code of Conduct for Assembly Members which 

(in paragraph 8) requires Members to comply with the Guidance 

for Members on the Use of Assembly Resources and any 

guidance on the use of Assembly resources specifically relating 

to an election campaign (including the Advice for Assembly 

Members considering standing for election issued by the Clerk 

and Chief Executive on 18 June 2009).  

11. Although not referred to in the Commissioner’s report, the 

Committee was aware through the Chair (whose agreement to the 

Commissioner’s decision had to be obtained) as well as through 

submissions made to the Committee by Alun Davies AM himself, that 

the Commissioner had decided to treat the complaints of misuse of 

Assembly resources as a separate matter. He felt that he could deal 

with them under section 10 of the Procedure. This permits the 

Commissioner, where there has been a “failure of a minor nature”, 

which the Member has rectified and for which the Member has 

apologised, to decide that no further action be taken against the 

Member.  

12. Normally, matters which have been dealt with in this way would 

not figure further in any consideration by the Committee, and the 

Committee was clearly not entitled, in view of the Commissioner’s 

decision, to consider them directly. However, in this case, they are so 

bound up with the remaining matters of complaint that it was 

legitimate, and indeed inevitable, for the Committee to have to 

consider them indirectly when deciding whether the various 

complaints made by Trish Law AM had been made out.  

13. A further reason why this was necessary was that the 

Commissioner’s report, in expressing the conclusion set out at 

paragraph 2 above, did not specify to which of the several distinct 



grounds of complaint raised by Trish Law AM this conclusion related. 

It was therefore necessary to consider all of them to some degree in 

order to ensure that the Committee’s formal findings did not relate to 

those complaints exclusively covered by the Commissioner’s disposal 

under section 10 of the Procedure.   

The context 

14. The context within which these complaints were made and within 

which Alun Davies AM responded to them is the (unprecedented) 

situation in which Alun Davies AM sits as an Assembly Member for the 

Mid and West Wales electoral region but has been adopted as a 

prospective Assembly candidate for the Blaenau Gwent constituency 

(which is outside that region).  

The specific breach alleged 

15. As the Commissioner’s report (see in particular section 3) makes 

clear, the issue which he and the Committee had to consider was 

whether, in the particular ways complained of, Alun Davies had 

breached the requirement of paragraph 1.4 (v) of the Code on 

Different Responsibilities of Constituency Members and Regional 

Members that: 

“no member should deal with a constituency case or 

constituency issue that is not within his or her constituency or 

region (as the case may be), unless by prior agreement.”  

16.  Alun Davies AM accepted that, in relation to the activities about 

which Trish Law AM complained, he had not obtained the prior 

agreement either of her or of any of the four regional AMs who also 

represent the area.  

Interpretation of the Code in this kind of case 

17. A situation in which an Assembly Member has been elected to 

represent one area, but is at the same time seeking election for 

another area, can give rise to particular difficulties. 

18. In his discussions with the Commissioner, and in written and oral 

submissions to the Committee (which written submissions are set out 

at Appendix 2 to this report) Alun Davies AM argued that to apply 

paragraph 1.4 (v) of the Code (quoted in paragraph 12 above) literally 



would deprive him of his right as a citizen to campaign effectively for 

election as Assembly Member for Blaenau Gwent at the forthcoming 

Assembly election.  

19. He drew attention to the way in which the Clerk’s “Advice for 

Assembly Members considering standing for election” (18 June 2009) 

deals with the matter at paragraph 4.2: 

“While Standing Order 1.13(v) (which is in identical terms to 

paragraph 1.4(v) of the Code) prohibits Members from dealing 

with constituency cases arising outside their areas (unless by 

prior agreement), our advice is that this should only be 

interpreted as applying to Members when acting as such.  An 

individual who is an Assembly Member cannot be prevented 

from doing something which a person who is not an Assembly 

Member can do.  That would be an interference with the right 

of free expression.  But in order to ensure that they do not 

breach Standing Order 1.13(v), Members must avoid dealing 

with such cases as an Assembly Member.  If a Member wishes 

to take up issues as a prospective candidate, using their own 

resources and not those of the Assembly, and without taking 

advantage of their status as an Assembly Member in any way, 

then SO 1.13 would not prevent them from doing so.” 

20. This was an issue on which we sought specific advice from the 

Assembly’s Chief Legal Adviser and he advised that we should indeed 

interpret the Code on Different Roles and Responsibilities of 

Constituency Members and Regional Members, in a case where an 

Assembly Member was a prospective candidate for a constituency or 

region which he or she did not currently represent, so as to apply 

paragraph 1.4(v) of that Code only to activities carried on as an 

Assembly Member. Members who wish to campaign for election to 

represent a different area from those they currently represent should 

be regarded as free to do so, in the same way as any other citizen, 

provided they take care not to make use of their status as Assembly 

Member, or Assembly resources, when doing so. 

21. A further issue that needs to be taken into account in relation to 

the alleged breaches is therefore whether the activity complained of 

was carried on as an Assembly Member. 



Specific Complaints 

22. The complaints made by Trish Law AM against Alun Davies AM 

fell under four headings: 

(a) issuing a press release publicising a visit to the Senedd in 

January 2010 by members of the Tredegar town council at his 

invitation, and inviting other interested parties from that area to 

arrange such visits via his Assembly office; 

(b)  activities carried out in Blaenau Gwent on Friday 29 January 

2010 and again on Monday 8 February 2010 as evidenced by 

entries on his Facebook page; 

(c)   attending a briefing given on Thursday 4 February 2010 by 

the Corporate Director of Resources of Blaenau Gwent Council to 

members of the Labour Group on the Council, ahead of the 

council’s budget being finalised; and receiving a further one-to-

one briefing from the Director later the same day; 

(d) corresponding, between the 8 January 2010 and the 4 

February 2010, with the Minister for Children, Education and 

Lifelong Learning in relation to the proposed closure of Nantyglo 

Comprehensive School. 

Complaints (a), (b) and (c) 

23. We quickly came to the conclusion that the complaints set out in 

paragraph (a), (b) and (c) above were either outside our remit or were 

not supported by sufficient evidence for us to find a breach. 

24. Inviting members of the public to visit the Senedd cannot be 

regarded as “dealing with a constituency case or constituency issue”. 

This was in effect conceded by Trish Law AM in her letter of 2 February 

although she pointed to the use of Assembly resources that would 

have been involved. Since, however, issues of use of Assembly 

resources had been dealt with by the Commissioner under section 10 

of the Procedure we did not consider this allegation further. 

25. As far as Alun Davies AM’s visits to Blaenau Gwent on the 29 

January and 8 February are concerned, the evidence of what he did on 

each occasion is limited and, with one exception, relates to general 

campaigning. There is reference on the latter occasion to attending a 

meeting in Blaenau Gwent on the Corus site and to talk through “the 



film and digital media project”. But there is no evidence as to the 

capacity in which Alun Davies AM attended those discussions and 

therefore we did not have a sufficient basis on which to find a breach 

of the Code. 

26. Similarly, attending briefings given by a council officer would not 

be a breach of the Code unless there was evidence that Alun Davies 

AM did so as an Assembly Member and there is insufficient evidence to 

conclude that he did. However, in addition, we did not believe that 

attending a briefing amounts to “dealing with a constituency case or 

constituency issue”, which we interpret as referring to some specific 

problem affecting an individual constituent or group of constituents 

rather than informing oneself about general matters affecting an area. 

Complaint (d) 

27. We felt that Trish Law’s complaint relating to the correspondence 

between Alun Davies AM and the Minister fell into a different category. 

It clearly involved dealing with a constituency case or constituency 

issue, namely a proposal to close the Nantyglo Comprehensive School. 

In addition, the correspondence was carried on by Alun Davies using, 

on one occasion his Assembly Member email account and on other 

occasions (letters dated 8, 11and 26 January and 4 February) official 

AM notepaper, bearing the Assembly’s logo and address and 

identifying the sender as “Alun Davies AM”. 

28. As we were required by the Procedure to do, we gave Alun Davies 

an opportunity to make any written or oral representations he wished 

to make. He stressed the need to protect his right to campaign 

effectively for election as Assembly Member for Blaenau Gwent and 

characterised the complaint by Trish Law AM as an anti-democratic 

attempt to interfere with that right. He specifically referred to the 

associated complaint relating to use of Assembly resources and 

stressed that he accepted that he should not have used Assembly 

resources in his correspondence with the Minister in relation to 

Nantyglo Comprehensive School. He explained that he had now taken 

steps to avoid that happening again, by making use in such cases of 

his own headed notepaper created to differentiate between “Alun 

Davies AM” and “Alun Davies” and by setting up a private email 

account for correspondence associated with his campaigning. 



29. His explanation to us for using Assembly notepaper to 

correspond with the Minister was that at the time he felt it reasonable 

for an AM to communicate with another AM using Assembly 

notepaper, and that he had not expected that the correspondence in 

question would be published and had not sought to publish it. It had 

been publicised by Trish Law AM as a result of a Freedom of 

Information Act request made by her to the Minister. He had intended, 

when corresponding with the Minister, to be regarded as acting as a 

candidate rather than as an Assembly Member. 

The Committee’s conclusion on complaint (d) 

30. The Committee unanimously concluded that, whatever Alun 

Davies AM’s intention may have been, the correspondence which he 

entered into with the Minister, couched in formal terms and ostensibly 

emanating from him in his capacity as an Assembly Member, 

constituted dealing with a constituency case or constituency issue 

relating to the Blaenau Gwent constituency without the agreement of 

the constituency AM (or indeed the regional AMs for the area) in a way 

which breached paragraph 1.4 (v) of the Code on Different Roles and 

Responsibilities of Constituency Members and Regional Members. No 

issue of interference with his right to campaign for election for the 

constituency arises since it would have been open to him to take up 

the issue in question as a Prospective Assembly Candidate, avoiding 

any suggestion that he was acting as an Assembly Member. 

31. The Committee were sure, therefore, that the Commissioner’s 

conclusion (set out at paragraph 2 above) was justified and that they 

should report to the Assembly accordingly. 

Sanction 

32. The recommendations which the Committee may make to the 

Assembly in relation to a complaint are set out in paragraph 7.12 of 

the Procedure and are as follows: 

i.   that no breach has been found and that the complaint is 

dismissed;  

ii.  that a breach has been found but that it is a failure of a 

minor nature and the complaint should be dismissed;  



iii. that a breach has been found and that no further action 

should be taken;  

iv. that a breach has been found and that the Member should be 

“censured” under Standing Order 16.9; or  

v. that a breach has been found and that the Member should be 

excluded from Assembly proceedings for a specified time. 

33. Bearing in mind: 

(a)  Alun Davies AM’s explanation for the breach; 

(b) the fact that he has not previously been found to have 

been in breach of any relevant standard; 

(c)  the (limited) precedents available to us of the 

appropriateness of different sanctions in the case of 

breaches by others; 

(d)  the novel nature of the issues raised by these complaints; 

and 

(e)  Alun Davies AM’s express assurance to us that he takes 

the Code very seriously and that he has already (in relation 

to the use of resources aspect of the matter) taken 

specific steps to respond to the Commissioner’s advice; 

 our view was that no specific sanction, over and above the 

publication of the findings set out in this report, is necessary 

in this case. 

Footnote    

34. We would wish to add the following further comments of a more 

general nature which arose out of our consideration of these 

complaints: 

a) We wish to express our thanks to the Commissioner for 

having investigated these matters with obvious care and 

objectivity; 

b) We note the Commissioner’s comment that some aspects 

of the Code warrant further consideration with a view to 

being revised, particularly in the light of the issues raised 



by these complaints and we look forward to hearing 

further from him on this issue; 

c) In a sense the opportunity to clarify the issues raised by 

this case has been timely, since in less than a year’s time 

there will, for the first time, be a dissolution of the 

Assembly in advance of an Assembly general election. 

That will mean that all Assembly Members will cease to 

hold that office for the duration of the election campaign. 

Although that is a somewhat different situation to that 

which arose in this case there are nevertheless lessons 

that all Members can learn from it about the need to take 

care not to give the impression, when campaigning for re-

election, that they hold a status which they do not hold. 

 

Jeff Cuthbert AM 

Chris Franks AM 

Jenny Randerson AM 

Brynle Williams AM 

July 2010 
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Publication of this report has been delayed, in accordance with 

paragraph 7.13 of the National Assembly for Wales Procedure for 

Dealing with Complaints against Assembly Members, because Alun 

Davies, AM appealed to an appeal panel established by the Presiding 

Officer.  Following completion of the appeal panel’s deliberations, and 

dismissal of the appeal, the Committee is now publishing its report. 



STANDING ORDER 16 – Committee on Standards of Conduct  
 
Title and Terms of Reference 
 
16.1 There is to be a Committee on Standards of Conduct, which must: 
 

(i) investigate, report on and, if appropriate, recommend 
action in respect of any complaint referred to it by the 
Commissioner for Standards that a Member has not 
complied with:  

 
(a)  Standing Order 31; 
 
(b)  any Assembly resolution relating to the financial 

or other interests of Members; 
 
(c)  Standing Order 32;  
 
(d)  any Assembly resolution relating to Members’ 

standards of conduct; 
 
(e) any code or protocol made under Standing Order 

1.13 and in accordance with section 36(6) of the 
Act; or 

 
(f)  Standing Order 31A 

 
(ii) consider any matters of principle relating to the conduct of 

Members generally;  
 
(iii) supervise the arrangements for the compilation, 

maintenance and accessibility of the Register of Members’ 
Interests and the Record of Membership of Societies and 
the form and content of the Register and the Record;  
 

(iv)   present an annual report to the Assembly on the 
complaints made under Standing Order 16.1(i), and the 
action taken in consequence, and on its conclusions in 
respect of ethical standards in the conduct of the 
Assembly’s business; and  

 
(v)  establish and lay before the Assembly procedures for the 

investigation of complaints under Standing Order 16.1(i). 
 
Membership 
 
16.2  The Presiding Officer must not be a member of the Committee, but is 

entitled to submit papers to it for the purpose of drawing to its 
attention such considerations as he or she considers appropriate. 

 
16.3  Subject to Standing Order 16.4, Standing Order 10.42 shall not apply 

to the Committee on Standards of Conduct. 
 

Annex A



16.4 Where a member of the Committee is subject to a complaint under 
Standing Order 16.1(i), he or she may take no part in any 
consideration of the complaint by the Committee.  In such 
circumstances and in relation solely to the consideration of the 
complaint concerned, another Member from the same political group, 
who has been nominated in advance by the leader of that group, may 
replace that member. The nominated Member may participate in the 
meetings of the Committee to consider the complaint as if he or she 
were a member of it. No Member may replace more than one 
Committee member at a meeting. 

 
Meetings 
 
16.5 The Committee must meet as soon as possible after a complaint has 

been referred to it by the Commissioner for Standards; and at other 
times as convened by the chair. 

 
16.6   The Committee may meet in public or in private, but when 

deliberating upon a complaint, the Committee must meet in private 
unless it resolves otherwise.   

 
16.7  Any Member who is the subject of an investigation by the Committee 

must be permitted to make oral or written representations to it and 
may be accompanied at oral hearings by another person (who may 
participate in the proceedings with the permission of the chair, but 
may not vote). 

 
Reports 
 
16.8   If the Committee has investigated a complaint referred to it by the 

Commissioner for Standards, it must report to the Assembly as soon 
as possible after completion of the investigation.  

 
16.9  A report under Standing Order 16.8 may include a recommendation to 

censure a Member for failing to comply with any of the matters 
encompassed within Standing Order 16.1(i).  

 
16.10  If a motion to consider a report under Standing Order 16.8 is tabled 

by a member of the Committee, time must be made available as soon 
as possible for the motion to be debated. No amendment may be 
tabled to such a motion.  



Committee Membership - July 2010
 
Jeff Cuthbert (Chair) 
Caerphilly, Labour 
 
Chris Franks 
South Wales Central, Plaid Cymru 
 
Jenny Randerson 
Cardiff Central, Welsh Liberal Democrats 
 
Brynle Williams 
North Wales, Welsh Conservative Party 
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Annex D  Written response dated 9 July 2010 from Alun 
Davies AM 
 
Note to Standards Committee 
 
Introduction 
 
I understand a charge that I have breached the code of conduct 
governing the relationship between regional and constituency 
Members has been made against me by Mrs Trish Law. 
 
I dispute this and wholly reject the allegations that have been made 
against me by Mrs Law.  
 
In order to help the Committee in its consideration of this matter I 
outline below some background notes which I believe will be 
relevant and will allow the Committee to understand why I reject 
the complaint and the basis upon which it has been brought. 
 
The code on different roles and responsibilities of 
constituency and regional members 
 
My understanding is that this code has been drawn up in order to 
regulate the relationship between different Members following 
concerns that were raised during the first and second Assemblies. 
The code was demanded by the 2006 Government of Wales Act. 
 
The code describes the different roles and the responsibilities of 
Members. Much of the code is straightforward and common sense. 
However the code is, in my view, probably deficit because it does 
not describe where it should be used and in what circumstances. 
Perhaps more importantly in this case, it does not describe where 
the code does not apply and where the code should not be used. 
 
At present the code does not set out that its purpose is to regulate 
the work of Members when they are acting as Members – and not to 
regulate the political activities of Members when they are fulfilling a 
different role. 
 
I do not believe that the code was intended to be used either to 
prevent Members campaigning for election or to regulate their 
political activities as distinct from their activities as Assembly 
Members. To use the code in this way – i.e. to prevent Members 
exercising their rights as UK citizens to stand for, and contest 
elections to public office – is, in my view, an abuse of the code. 
 



This is crucial point of principle and I believe has been accepted by 
the Standards Commissioner in his ruling on another complaint by 
Mrs Law with reference to my use of Assembly resources. 
 
Advice for Assembly members considering standing for 
election 
 
The additional Guidance for Members seeking election regulates the 
activities of Members seeking election and clearly differentiates 
between the roles of Members acting as Members and the role of 
Members acting as candidates. For instance, 
 
Paragraph 4 of the Guidance states “Allowances are only payable in 
respect of expenditure necessarily incurred for Assembly business.” 
 
Paragraph 2.5 also states “the activity [campaigning for election] 
would not be for the purposes of the Member’s work as a Member.” 
 
In my view this makes clear the distinction between my role as a 
Member and any other role that I may play from time to time. 
 
If a Member is acting as a candidate and not as a Member – and 
therefore unable to access the benefits of being a Member such as 
the resources of the Assembly and the status of being a Member – 
then, in my view, a Member is clearly acting in a personal capacity 
and as such any activities undertaken in that capacity are also 
personal and cannot be reasonably regulated by the Assembly in 
the way that is suggested by this complaint. 
 
If the Assembly were to extend the regulation of Member’s activities 
beyond that which is already regulated as a part of the Member’s 
work as a Member then there would be significant issues where the 
Assembly could be seen to acting ultra vires and limiting an 
individual’s basic human rights, in this case to stand and campaign 
for election. In my view this would expose the Assembly to potential 
legal challenge and to a judicial review of its decisions.  
 
Conclusion 
 
I strongly believe that how I campaign and the actions that I take in 
support of an election campaign are regulated not by the Assembly 
but by UK law.  
 
In my view the political activities that I undertake in a personal 
capacity, and not when acting as the Member for Mid and West 
Wales, are not a matter where the Assembly has either legal 
competence or where the Assembly has the right to intervene – 



although I do accept that the Assembly may take action where a 
Member may be perceived to have acted in such a way as to bring 
the office or the institution into disrepute. 
 
As a prospective candidate in the next Assembly elections in 2011 I 
will strongly assert that I have the same right to campaign and to 
seek office as any other UK citizen. The misuse of this code in this 
case seeks to place me in a situation where I have significant 
limitations placed upon my ability to seek election to public office 
simply because of my membership of the National Assembly. This 
would have the effect of limiting my fundamental human rights and 
freedoms in a way which is wholly unacceptable and incompatible 
with UK law. 
 
Finally it is important to note that this complaint has not been made 
in order to either uphold the code of conduct for Assembly Members 
or to protect and safeguard public resources. The complaint has 
been made in order to try to prevent me from effectively contesting 
the Blaenau Gwent seat at the next Assembly election in 2011 and 
to prevent me from campaigning for election in advance of May 
2011. It is a profoundly anti-democratic complaint and one which, if 
accepted by the Standards Committee, could undermine public 
confidence in the Assembly to regulate the activities of Members. 
 
I therefore invite the Committee to reject this vexatious complaint. 
 
 
 
Alun Davies AM 
9 July 2010  



15/07/2010 

Annex E  
 
Record of Proceedings of the oral hearing at the Committee on Standards of Conduct on 
15 July 2010  

 
Jeff Cuthbert: This meeting is being held in accordance with section 7 of the procedure for 
dealing with complaints against Assembly Members. We agreed on 7 July, in accordance with 
the procedure, that it should be held in private. There will also be a Record of Proceedings of 
the oral part of this meeting. Everyone is present, so there are no apologies.  
 
Now, in terms of information that Members already had, you have had the report of the 
complaint issued by the commissioner for standards; that was issued at our last, or last but 
one, meeting. We then had the follow-up to complete those papers—the letter dated 2 
February from Trish Law to the standards commissioner, which was referred to in the initial 
report, but was not actually included, so that, for the sake of completion, was added. And 
then, over the last couple of days, we have had a note from Alun Davies. That was in response 
to our decision that he could be invited to submit any further written or oral response. So, he 
has taken up the opportunity to provide a written response and still has the opportunity, of 
course, to make an oral contribution in a few moments.  
 
In terms of the procedure now, in a few moments, I will, with your agreement, be asking the 
commissioner for standards, Richard Penn, to say any words that he feels are necessary in 
terms of explanation of his report and then certainly to take any questions of a factual nature 
on the report. We have already had the report, of course, and I do not want to go into issues of 
argument in terms of the report. Alun, you will have the opportunity as well, if you wish, to 
ask any questions in terms of factual matters of the commissioner. I will then invite Alun to 
say any additional comments that he may want and then take questions from Members and, 
indeed, from the commissioner, provided that you have got no objection to that, Alun, in 
terms of matters of fact. I think that is important, because your paper came to us quite 
recently, so the commissioner had not seen that paper, for example, so there may well be 
questions that he may want to ask, purely in relation to that paper. Once we have concluded 
our questioning, then Alun and Richard will withdraw and we will consider our response on 
what we have heard. Does that sound fair enough? [ASSEMBLY MEMBERS: ‘Yes’.] Thank 
you very much. 
 
I wonder if I could turn to you, Richard. Is there anything that you wish to say by way of 
opening comments? If not, we will go into questions. Commissioner? 
 
Mr Penn: Thank you, Chair, and thank you for the opportunity to introduce my report. It is 
not a long report. It is, I hope, clearly written, with a clear statement of the evidence. At 
paragraph 4 is my summary and conclusion. I suppose that is encapsulated in paragraph 4.7, 
where I set out my conclusion and the reason for it. What I would want to do as well, Chair, is 
to make sure—well, I am sure that Members have read paragraph 5; paragraph 5 isn’t about 
the complaint per se, it is about the code and some issues that have arisen in my dealing with 
the complaint, and I will be writing to the committee separately on the code and some 
concerns I had as a result of my investigation. But, I think, or hope, that my report is clear 
about the complaint itself and my conclusion in relation to it following my formal 
investigation. 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Yes, thank you. I can assure you that I did refer to section 5 of your report and 
Members will have read that. Okay, we will go into questions. Before I turn to the Members, 
Alun, is there any question that you would like to put to the commissioner at this point? 
 
Alun Davies: No.  
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Jeff Cuthbert: Okay. Thank you. I will look to Members, then, for any questions that you 
may have to put to the commissioner.  
 
Chris Franks: To the commissioner? 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: To the commissioner, yes. 
 
Jenny Randerson: Just one.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Jenny? 
 
Jenny Randerson: For the sake of absolute clarity, the code is, in my recollection, based on 
the Government of Wales Act 2006, which sets down certain parameters in which we now 
operate, but were not necessarily the case in the previous Assembly. Am I correct in that? 
 
Mr Penn: Yes, Chair. The code is at annex 8 of my report. You are absolutely right, it 
originated in the last Assembly and saw the light of day through this committee that drafted 
the code that is now in operation in the third Assembly. It was not the code that was operating 
in the two previous Assemblies.  
 
Jenny Randerson: Thank you.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Thank you. I should, of course, welcome Keith as well to this meeting, our 
legal adviser. Do you want to add anything to that point? 
 
Mr Bush: No. 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Okay, thanks. Any other Member wishing to raise a question? Right, okay, 
thank you very much. We will now move on to the next point, which is to invite Alun to say 
any introductory remarks on his paper or anything, indeed, related to this issue.  
 
Alun Davies: Thanks very much, Jeff, I appreciate that. Let me say first of all, I do not have a 
problem with any of these codes. I understand the issues which arose in the previous 
Assemblies which led to a call for a code of conduct on the different roles of constituency and 
regional Members. I felt that the concerns raised by Members at that time were reasonable 
concerns, and I have no difficulty with them. I think the code is deficient, as I pointed out in 
the note I have sent you. It is deficient in that it does not describe how the code is to be used.  
 
I will refer to some of the complaints that have been made by Trish Law, but I think, first of 
all, it is worth saying that these complaints are made with one purpose and one purpose only, 
and that is to prevent me exercising my democratic rights not only to stand for election to 
public office in the United Kingdom, but to campaign for election to public office in the 
United Kingdom. That is absolutely outrageous abuse of the protocols and codes which 
govern our behaviour and work as Members.  
 
When you look at the nature of the complaints made by Mrs Law, if you look at paragraph 2.4 
in the commissioner’s paper, she says that I spent a significant amount of time in Blaenau 
Gwent on Friday 29 January. Well, look, then at the evidence for that. At 12.07 p.m. I was 
having a cup of coffee; at 1.45 p.m. I was eating a cheese sandwich and, at 2.38 p.m. I pointed 
out that it was snowing in Ebbw Vale. I have to say, if that is the nature of a complaint made 
against a Member of this place, it is the poorest complaint I have heard in some time. I point 
out at 4.30 p.m. that it was a great day’s campaigning in Blaenau Gwent. Campaigning is 
what I am allowed to do as a UK citizen. In fact, I think it would be ultra vires for this 
Assembly to prevent me from doing so. I think that is absolutely clear.  
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If you carry on to page 3, the top of page 3, where Mrs Law sends a further letter—she must 
spend more time complaining about me than she does representing the people she is elected to 
represent. Anyway, she points out that I attended a meeting of the Labour group in Blaenau 
Gwent County Borough Council. I am allowed to attend meetings of the Labour Party. I am a 
member of the Labour Party. It is extraordinary that anybody would see that as a reason to 
make a complaint. Furthermore, the council’s director of resources met me after that meeting. 
Again, it is difficult to conceive of a code of conduct within the legislative competence of the 
Assembly that prevents me from speaking to any citizen of this country, anywhere, on any 
matter. I really do not understand how that can be upheld in law by the Assembly. 
 
She carries on and talks about other things: Nantyglo Comprehensive School is another issue. 
I was asked by people there to represent them as a candidate standing for election. I did so 
and I did so to the best of my abilities. At present, I am doing the same again in Brynmawr. 
Those are the activities which you would anticipate from any candidate standing for election 
anywhere in the United Kingdom for any political party. Again, I think the issues which have 
been raised by Trish Law are quite outrageous. Now, the Assembly has issued advice to 
Members—I think it was you, Keith, who issued that. You look quizzical, was it— 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Which advice are you referring to? 
 
Alun Davies: Guidance for Members seeking election.  
 
Mr Bush: It is in the bundle of documents. I certainly had an input into it, but I think you will 
find that it was the Chief Executive who circulated it.  
 
Alun Davies: The Chief Executive, I apologise. Now, I think this advice is quite important. 
 
Mr Penn: Sorry, it is annex B, Chair; annex B to our report. 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Oh yes, indeed; the advice for Assembly Members considering standing for 
election. That is the document you are referring to, Alun, I think. 
 
Alun Davies: Yes. I am sorry.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Carry on, please. 
 
Alun Davies: Fine. If you go to paragraph 2.5, you will see that it is quite clear there on 
taking up issues on behalf of individuals and bodies within an area outside the constituency or 
region they have been elected to represent. The final sentence is quite clear 
 
‘The Member would not have been elected to the Assembly to represent those individuals and 
bodies, so the activity would not be for the purposes of the Member’s work as a Member.’ 
 
I think that is quite important, because paragraphs 4.0, 4.1 and 4.2 are crystal clear that 
nothing in the code of conduct for constituency and regional Members should be, or could be, 
under law read to imply that it can, in any way, be used to prevent me campaigning for public 
office. That is why I say the complaint is an abuse of the protocols and codes underwritten in 
this place. I have no legal right to use the resources of the Assembly to campaign for election; 
I accept that and myself and the commissioner have discussed those issues and they have been 
resolved. However, what I do outside of my responsibilities as a Member of this place is a 
matter for me. I fund those activities, I create the time—at evenings, afternoons and 
weekends—to do those, as we all do as politicians, to undertake activities outside our work as 
a Member.  
 
The guidance for Assembly Members seeking election is absolutely crystal clear that there are 
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activities that are supported in our roles as Members, and that is supported by the Assembly 
and funded by the public purse. Outside of our role as Members, we are able, by law, to take 
up any issue that we choose. I think that is very, very clear. The activity that I have 
undertaken in Blaenau Gwent is not undertaken by me as a Member, as the Assembly 
Member for Mid and West Wales, it is undertaken by me as a prospective candidate for 
election in Blaenau Gwent in 2011. It is me fulfilling an entirely different role. As such, I do 
not believe that can be regulated as if I am acting as a Member, which I am not. So, I think I 
have followed the code, I think the code is clear, I think the legal rights I enjoy as a citizen are 
absolutely clear, and I think the complaint—I have used the term ‘vexatious’—is there not to 
uphold the responsibilities of our office, I think the complaint has not been made to protect 
the resources of this place and of the public purse, I think it has been made in order to prevent 
me exercising my rights as an United Kingdom citizen. Therefore, I believe it should be 
dismissed.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Thank you very much, Alun. I will turn first to the commissioner to see if 
there are any questions you might want to put to Alun on what he has just said or, indeed, on 
his written note.  
 
Mr Penn: Thank you, Chair. It is difficult to know what is a question and what is a comment. 
I will try hard to make— 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Begin it with ‘Do you agree that’; that usually works.  
 
Mr Penn: In the penultimate paragraph on page 1 of your note, Alun, you make the point 
very strongly that you have made in your oral comments, that, in doing what you were doing, 
of which you were complained about, you were acting not as an Assembly Member, but as a 
UK citizen. I suppose it is just to clarify in my mind and for the committee that, when you 
were taking up—and I think the complaint is not so much about whether you were having a 
cup of tea or coffee, but when you sent letters, for example, to the Minister, or a letter to the 
Minister, were you then acting as a UK citizen—Joe Bloggs, UK citizen—or Alun Davies, 
Assembly Member. I suppose it is to clarify, particularly in that issue in annex F. The letter 
that you sent to Leighton Andrews is the particular thing that I am referring to there. What hat 
were you wearing when you sent that letter, I suppose? 
 
Alun Davies: We have discussed this, Richard, and you have made a ruling which I accept. I 
felt that it is reasonable for Members, when communicating with each other, to use headed 
paper, because we know who each other are. It may be particularly true of Members who 
happen to be members of the same group. You have told me that it is not acceptable to do that 
under the guidance, and I have accepted your guidance and your ruling on that and I have not 
questioned that. The next time that I write to Leighton on another issue, it will be on my own 
headed notepaper, which I have created, which I do not know if I have shown you, Richard. 
Certainly, following the discussions we had earlier in the year, I have created my own headed 
notepaper; I have my own private e-mail account; and I have created, if you like, a shadow—
perhaps not a shadow, a differential between Alun Davies AM, and Alun Davies, prospective 
Assembly candidate. So, at the time, I felt that it was entirely reasonable in correspondence, 
which I did not expect, obviously, at the time to be published—and which I never sought to 
publish, by the way; it was published by Trish Law—that it was reasonable to use headed 
notepaper. At the time, I felt I was acting as a candidate. But, you have made a ruling on that 
and I accept the ruling.  
 
Mr Penn: Just one further question, Chair, if I may. I think, in your oral comments right at 
the beginning, you said that you accept the codes and that you operate by the codes. I think 
during our discussions, and certainly in my report, I have pointed to deficiencies in the code 
in relation to those Assembly Members who are selected or adopted as candidates outside 
their own region. Is that something that you were going to comment on? It is something that I 
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have commented on.  
 
Alun Davies: It is. I do say that in my written paper. I wanted to make the point—Trish Law 
has made a series of complaints about me and I believe that it is her intention to create a 
pattern of behaviour and, in doing so, that I ride roughshod over the codes of conduct and 
practice that have been established in this place. The point that I wish to make is that I do not. 
I take the codes very seriously. Having been a Member here for three years, I think I have 
upheld them, not only the letter of the codes, but the spirit of the codes as well. I think I have 
been very clear in doing that. I point out a deficiency, because I believe the code, the Standing 
Order, and the code on different roles and responsibilities of constituency and regional 
Members, exists in order to regulate our behaviour and our work as Members while we are 
acting as Members. I think that is quite a crucial final clause.  
 
It does not seek, and I do not believe that it was established to seek, to regulate our work as 
politicians, as campaigners, as citizens—anything outside our role as individual Members. I 
think that is a clear deficiency, but I would not wish the committee to believe that, because I 
think the code is deficient in one aspect, that the code itself is deficient and that I feel able as 
an individual Member to disregard the whole of the code. I think the code is valuable, it has 
helped public understanding of the roles of different Members, and I think it has helped 
clarify the roles of different Members for Members. It is something I find very useful. 
However, there is a deficiency in it. I refer to it in my note; I think, Richard, you have referred 
to it in your findings, and I hope that the committee will recognise the deficiency and seek to 
rectify it. 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Thank you very much. Anything more? Richard? No; therefore I will turn to 
Members. Does any Member wish to ask a question? 
 
Chris Franks: I understand, from what you say, you have created—you used the phrase 
‘shadow’—headed notepaper. Do we have sight of that? 
 
Alun Davies: I do not have it with me. I am here as a Member. I do not have it with me.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: I am not sure that that is really pertinent for us. 
 
Chris Franks: It is not; okay. 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: I assume that your campaigning will continue, Alun, and if anything contrary 
to that occurs, it will come to our attention, or at least to the commissioner’s attention. Jenny? 
 
Jenny Randerson: You have acknowledged the use of Assembly headed paper, which is 
clearly one issue. The other issue in relation to the code is, from the letters we have seen from 
you, you are taking up issues on behalf of someone else’s constituents, and the code is quite 
lengthy on the issue of taking up issues on behalf of other people’s constituents, and quite 
precise. One of the things it says is—and we have to operate on the basis of the code as it is—
that, when you are doing that, in exceptional circumstances, you should be asking the 
permission of the Assembly Member for that area. But, of course, there is more than one 
Assembly Member for that area. Trish Law makes it absolutely clear that you did not ask her 
permission; did you talk to any of the other Assembly Members about the work you were 
doing in Blaenau Gwent? 
 
Alun Davies: In a formal matter, no. I have discussed the work in Blaenau Gwent with the 
regional Members, clearly, because it is something where we overlap. Veronica was attending 
the same service as me on Sunday at my local church in Tredegar. So, you do see each other 
at various events and activities, so you do discuss the work on an informal basis. I did have a 
more formal conversation with two of the regional Members. I did write to Trish Law a year 
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ago, upon my selection, informing her that I had been selected for the 2011 election in 
Blaenau Gwent, and that I would be taking up issues and campaigning within the 
constituency, as I am entitled to do so by law. I do not see myself as taking up constituency 
issues as a Member. Therefore, I do not accept that the code applies in this case.  
 
Jenny Randerson: But your use of Assembly headed paper and of the Assembly e-mail 
address, which we have got here in the bundle of papers, and your use of the term ‘AM’ 
implies, well, states, that you are doing it as an Assembly Member.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: I think I have to say, Jenny, that the issue of the use of Assembly resources 
was a separate matter and has been resolved. I do not want to reopen that unless you can link 
it very clearly.  
 
Jenny Randerson: It is part of the relevance of whether Alun is— 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: I appreciate it is linked. 
 
Jenny Randerson: Clearly, anyone can campaign anywhere, all right? I am trying to get to 
the bottom of whether, as an Assembly Member, campaigning and using the Assembly 
resources which you say you used. You said you used headed paper, and we have it here. 
 
Alun Davies: Do you want me to clarify the situation? 
 
Jenny Randerson: Yes. That is apparently resolved and that is fine, but what I am trying to 
get to is whether you specifically informed or asked the other Assembly Members for that 
region whether they were content for you to intervene on the issues on which we have got the 
letters.  
 
Alun Davies: Let me try to answer that as best I can. In terms of the use of resources, that 
issue has been addressed and resolved, which is why I am not addressing it this afternoon. I 
felt it was reasonable to use an e-mail address for private use, because it involves no cost to 
the taxpayer and because I think it is—wherever I have worked previously, there has been 
recognition that, say, 10 per cent of e-mails will be for private or personal use. I have e-
mailed my partner already today to say that I will be late home. I am assuming, therefore, that 
private use is a reasonable and accepted thing. I am sure that each one of the Members here 
has e-mailed party colleagues, for example, from an e-mail address used in the Assembly. So, 
I felt that was a reasonable thing. I have been told that it is not, in this case, and so I have 
created another e-mail address with which to do it. We have just had a general election 
campaign, and I would be staggered if Assembly Members had not, for example, used their e-
mail addresses to talk to party colleagues and say ‘I will meet you to go canvassing at 6 p.m., 
depending on the vote’, for argument’s sake. I would be staggered were that not to have been 
the case. So, I think there is recognition here of that.  
 
I used the headed notepaper not on public correspondence, but in correspondence between 
myself and a colleague in the same group. I felt that was reasonable in the way that I have 
written notes on headed notepaper to other Assembly Members which are not on, shall we 
say, formal Assembly Matters—a note in someone’s pigeonhole on headed paper. I 
understand that it is not private, because we all hold public office, but I did not intend for that 
letter to Leighton to become public. I did not seek to publicise it; it was publicised by Trish 
Law following a freedom of information request. So, there was no intention there to mislead 
the general public, or anyone outside of this elected office. In fact, I still have not publicised 
or made public that correspondence. It has not been done by me, nor have I sought to do so.  
 
So, in those terms, I have operated in a way whereby you have the public face and you have 
the private face. Now, in terms of me as an individual and in terms of me as a candidate and 
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me as a Member, my family live in Blaenau Gwent; I am in Blaenau Gwent at least twice a 
week—to take my mother shopping, go to church, or whatever. I do not inform other people 
when I go to visit my mother, my brother, or my sister-in-law. I do not think that it would be 
expected that I do so. I wrote to Trish Law out of courtesy last July to say that I had been 
selected to stand in the Assembly election in 2011, and would therefore be campaigning and 
spending time in and around Blaenau Gwent. I did that out of courtesy to her. However, I did 
not seek her permission to do that and I did not write it in such a way as to be interpreted as 
seeking her permission to do it, because I do not believe that I have to seek anybody’s 
permission to stand for election and to campaign for election; it is my right to do so.  
 
The case that I make to you, Jenny, this afternoon, is simply based on the differential between 
my work and our work as Assembly Members. The work that I was doing on Monday 
morning in Carmarthen, representing people in Mid and West Wales, speaking in the rural 
economy debate last week, and the work that Brynle and I have done on the Rural 
Development Sub-Committee has all been to represent the people of Mid and West Wales, as 
was the stuff I was doing just before coming down here on television reception and 
broadband. But there is a differential between that and that which I will be doing tomorrow 
night when I go and see Tredegar band play in St James’ Church, Tredegar, as a candidate. It 
will appear, perhaps, on social networks—social media networks—but it is not a part of my 
work as the Assembly Member for Mid and West Wales. I think it is that differential here 
which is causing a problem for this committee, and which Trish Law has chosen to use in 
order to prevent me exercising my absolute right, which is to travel where I choose, speak to 
who I choose on the topic of conversation of my choice. This is Wales, it is not China, and I 
think we have got to be very, very clear that Members have the right to stand—not only to 
stand for election, but to campaign for election. 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Thank you. Any further questions, Jenny?  
 
Jenny Randerson: No, thank you.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Brynle?  
 
Brynle Williams: Just, Chair, as the commissioner said, I am more than happy; we cannot 
really, although it is relevant to the issue of the headed notepaper has gone; that is dealt with. 
What we are dealing with here is basically the principle of whether we think that Mr Davies 
had contravened the code or not. Obviously, we will need to discuss this afterwards. 
Personally, I think have drawn a conclusion. I will not disclose it now.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Do you have a question? 
 
Brynle Williams: No. As Mr Davies has already said, he has admitted that there has been—
or we can argue the point—well, not argue the point, it has been defined—about the use of 
Assembly resources, that has been resolved. 
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Yes, that has been resolved.  
 
Brynle Williams: I cannot see any point in us sitting on that any further. There is one issue 
and I think that most of that is addressed in Mr Davies’s letter here, as far as I am concerned. 
Yes, I would initially have had concerns over the headed notepaper. As the commissioner has 
resolved that, that is it, end of story.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: And we have accepted that that is resolved. Any other Member? Jenny, any 
last-minute questions? Commissioner? Any final words that you want to make, Alun? 
 
Alun Davies: I would like to thank the committee for the time you are taking in studying and 
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looking at this issue. Chris has raised the issue of the headed notepaper; I do not have a copy 
with me, as it happens, but if Members are minded to do so, I would be happy to give 
Members an undertaking that I will seek to talk to Richard in private about the issues. The 
resources that I have created, which are defined in the guidance for Members standing for 
election, shall we say—I would not want to trouble Richard with my paraphernalia and 
election leaflets; it is bad enough trying to get anybody to read them—certainly, if there are 
areas of concern, I am more than happy to reassure Members that I have taken already the 
necessary steps to ensure that not only am I operating within the word of the guidance, but 
within the spirit of the guidance and that those steps have already been taken.  
 
Jeff Cuthbert: Thank you very much. I will now ask Alun Davies and the commissioner to 
withdraw and then, in a few moments, we will consider our views.  
 

Daeth y cyfarfod i ben am 4.03 p.m. 
The meeting ended at 4.03 p.m. 
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